How ARTS improved internal
sourcing with semantic search
and match
CLIENT CASE

“The problem with a ‘black and white’ searching
system is that you might miss out on relevant
candidates. Textkernel’s semantic searching and
matching allow us to automatically find greater
numbers of suitable candidates for open positions as
they come in.”
Tom Pohling, HR Manager at ARTS
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Result
Automatically matching jobs to candidates,
and candidates to jobs

By integrating Textkernel’s Semantic Search technology, as
well as replacing their own self-developed matching system,
ARTS is now able to find far more suitable candidates within

ARTS maximizes the value of their internal
database
Recruiters are able to find candidates that “black
and white” search systems would miss
Recruiters can create shortlists of candidates
far quicker than previously

their own database for open positions.

Project Management and Third Party integration
ARTS has been working closely together with manaTec – an integration partner for the ERP system Odoo - to integrate
their CRM, project management and recruiting processes into one Odoo system, and combine it through automated
methods with the job portal website from ARTS. This project was a step forward towards digitalization and modern
processes which required extensive work and resources from three different companies.

“The project management from Textkernel’s side was very good; well-structured with weekly
meetings. The team reacted quickly, and any questions were answered within minutes. It was like
working together as one team.”
Tom Pohling, HR Manager at ARTS
“The project was done in full cooperation between Textkernel and manaTec with good, high-quality
communication. Based on this positive experience we’d definitely look forward to working together in
the future.”
Robert Duckstein, Managing Director at manaTec
“The project with ARTS and manaTec had a great, cooperative atmosphere made even better by
particularly good communication. Everyone we worked with was friendly and dependable which
really helped us tackle challenges as one team.”
Doris Hoogeveen, Technical Consultant at Textkernel
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